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Meta Trigg Optimizer combines
selected keywords with your unique
meta data and packs all the
information in a simple small banner
that you publish on your website by
copying a code that is specific based
on the meta value you have created
and which keyword you have chosen.

How to use the Meta Trigg Optimizer:

Enter your e-mail.
Choose category.
Choose keywords.
Enter a title that contains the keyword you selected
and that matches the category you selected.
Enter a description that contains the selected
keyword and that reflects the niche you are in. The
description must contain a maximum of 160 letters.
Select meta robots as desired.
Select meta language as desired.
Choose how often your website should be crawled
by meta robots.
Click on "CREATE BANNER".



You should have received a letter from
"Meta Trigger Optimizer". 
Copy the code in the email.
And paste it on the homepage of your
webpage.
You can adjust the code in a standard html
editor before pasting it on your website.

Next - Go to your email inbox.

Verify that you are human - spam protection.

Confirmation that your banner has been created.



Low seo competition 
Medium seo competition 
High seo competition

Choose keywords according to
seo difficulty. 

Meta Trigger Optimizer gives you 3 different
options when choosing keywords. The options
are divided into: 

Once you have installed the code on your
website, add the address of your website to
Google Webmaster Tools for indexing and
ranking.

This is what the banner should look like if you have
performed the installation of the code correctly.

Size: 350 px x 50 px.

The different levels reflect the difficulty in ranking as
number 1 on Google with the chosen keyword in Meta
Trigg Optimizer. Read more about this on Market
Application.
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